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T H E  U LT I M AT E  L U X U R Y

For those with a seafaring spirit, few things are more 

peaceful than the serenity of the open sea. The seclusion 

calms you. The intimate moments of solitude shared with 

family and friends bring you a fulfilling comfort. The 

surrounding stretches of water grant you a privacy that 

cannot be obtained anywhere else on earth. It’s exceptional 

moments like these that inspire Ocean Alexander to craft 

a vessel that not only grants you with an exhilarating 

nautical experience, but the ultimate luxury of all — 

meaningful, unforgettable moments you’ll cherish for the 

rest of your life. 

We understand your passion for the water because it’s 

ours too. This passion drives us to constantly recreate our 

designs and elevate our yachts to an unmatched level of 

elegance and style. Crafted by world-renowned designer 

Evan K. Marshall and perfected by our team of expert 

engineers, Ocean Alexander’s 112 is tailored to your specific 

desires — redefining what true luxury can be by making 

every experience uniquely yours.   

The 112 isn’t just a yacht — it’s 
a catalyst for truly exceptional 
experiences. Unforgettable moments 
lie ahead.
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Step onboard. Welcome to your new sanctuary. The soles 

of your feet against this smooth, warm deck are just the 

beginning of the sensations about to sweep you away on the 

Ocean Alexander 112.

We’ve engineered surprising details that make life on the 

112 pure pleasure. On the main deck, a hidden motorized 

swim step can gently deliver you straight into the water, 

and a fold-down bulwark becomes a private balcony for 

after-dinner stargazing.

A F T  M A I N  D E C K
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In the salon, doors glide open silently with just a touch, 

almost as if they don’t exist. The large flat-screen TV folds 

down from the ceiling, so you can count on generous storage 

inside the custom-fitted exotic-wood cabinetry.

The salon boasts a big starboard view, providing you with 

a breathtaking vista as a backdrop for your journey. Just 

picture yourself entertaining in the salon while overlooking 

towering limestone cliffs dotted across the sea …

C L E A R  H O R I Z O N
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F O R M A L
D I N I N G

More than 24 feet of beam translate into an immense view and generous floor space throughout 

the main deck.  

High ceilings and a gleaming black walnut sole set off contemporary custom-made furnishings 

in the dining room. We’ve customized drawers to nest and protect a full set of china and crystal. 

There’s also a wine fridge built into the sleek cabinetry to starboard. To port, glass doors part 

silently to reveal a bulwark that lowers gracefully to become a balcony. Lounging in easy chairs or 

standing at the rail, you’ll have the hypnotic sensation of gliding right over the water.   

The custom dining table is a showpiece of precious woods that easily seats 10 or holds an enormous 

cocktail buffet. Here, you’ll host an intimate dinner overlooking the crystal waters of the 

Caribbean Sea or serve cocktails to a handful of your closest companions as they stand in awe of 

the magnificent view. The 112’s entertainment potential is stellar.
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G A L L E Y

Respect the chef and the owner will be happy. We insist 

on world-renowned appliances for our galleys, including 

brands like Dacor® and Miele™. We make sure that 

provisioning and food preparation rule in the galley, with 

expanses of stone countertop that can faciliate your chef’s 

culinary prowess. 

You can choose to make your galley exclusively the territory 

of your chef, or we can build in a beautifully appointed 

casual dining area. Whatever your dream is, we’ll work 

with you to make it a reality. 
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M A S T E R 
S TAT E R O O M

You claim the forward deck with your own private entrance to a wide-open stateroom. More than 

half the cabin offers one huge view thanks to wraparound windows. Tucked away is a raised settee 

and table, perfect for enjoying morning coffee or a nightcap.

To port of the comfortable berth, a night head with its own sink hides behind an exotic-wood door 

in case you’d rather not turn on lights or use the stairs to the master head in the middle of the night.

The master suite is rich with custom cabinetry, including walk-in lockers and a private vanity with 

a backlit makeup mirror. These magnificent views and dramatic windows change with one touch 

of a button, when motorized shades whisper into place and give you complete privacy in an already 

tranquil setting. 
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M A S T E R  H E A D

Four steps down from the king berth is an enormous private 

bath suite with both a spa tub and marble-clad shower. 

Spacious his-and-hers vanities, backlit mirrors and costly 

fixtures make this private spot a true luxury.  

Finishes here are perfection.
A frosted-glass door opens to reveal a water closet with a 

bidet, a head and abundant cabinetry for storage. His-and-

hers walk-in closets feature ranks of drawers, each backlit 

to make contents more visible at night.
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V I P  S TAT E R O O M

The 112 proves its devotion to your guests with four private 

guest staterooms below decks. These beautifully appointed 

accommodations impress with their quiet custom finishing 

touches and generous storage space. Cedar-lined hanging 

lockers are standard, as are private en-suite heads. 
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T W I N  S TAT E R O O M S

Our twin staterooms are fitted with hallmark Ocean 

Alexander exotic-wood cabinetry and opulent stone or 

marble in their matching private heads. Fabrics and finishes 

rival the master suite for world-class luxury. 
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B O W  S U N  PA D
Atop the bow lies an ideal spot for luxurious sunbathing and pure, restful relaxation. The large sun 

pad, spacious enough for three, offers more than enough room to soak up the sun — as well as to 

take in the magnificent 180-degree view.
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P O RT U G U E S E  B R I D G E 
S E AT I N G

Forward of the bridge is the perfect location for enjoying 

sea, sun and good company. Three comfortable settees sit 

at a prime area above the main deck, providing yet another 

space to sit back and enjoy your surroundings.
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C O M M A N D  C E N T E R

The 112’s bridge deck gives your captain a high 180-degree 

view of seas and conditions. Set apart from the owners and 

guests, the command center features two watertight access 

doors for ease of access and docking. From the bridge, it’s 

clear the 112 is built for smooth sea handling.   

Standard on an Ocean Alexander helm is the finest helm 

chair, made by Stidd®. Although lavished with our signature 

exotic woods, soft leathers and gleaming soles, this bridge 

is completely focused on functionality for your captain.

A full navigation package complements the breathtaking 

view. World-renowned designer Evan K. Marshall has 

reimagined the console and display pod for more ergonomic 

ease, enhancing the piloting experience.
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B R I D G E  D E C K 
L O U N G E

Just inside the aft bridge deck is a private, intimate lounge made for after-dinner conversation, 

early-morning coffee or late-night lingering. With its own bar, fridge and beautiful views, it’s a 

break in the action tucked just behind the command post. When you’re ready to leave your quiet 

respite, a spiral staircase takes you down to the dining room and main salon.  
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A F T  B R I D G E  D E C K

A slice of quiet lifted above the main deck, this can become 

a shady oasis thanks to stowable mesh screens, giving you 

unparalleled (and quite cool) solar protection. If it’s sun 

you’re after, this is the place to catch it. And if you need to 

store water toys, there’s more than enough space to do so. 

This area is large enough to enjoy sun, shade and a fully 

outfitted wet bar, fridge and barbecue. This is where you’ll 

have a cocktail while overlooking a fiery sunset over the 

horizon or sip on a cup of coffee as the sunrise lights up the 

endless stretches of sea around you.
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S K Y  D E C K

At the top of the 112 is an airy deck that may be one of the most 

secluded spaces aboard the boat. When the 112 is docked in a 

busy port, this spot is invisible to any foot traffic below. You 

can easily spend hours soaking in its jetted tub, lying on 

adjacent sun pads or snacking at its intimate dining table. 

It’s the ultimate vantage point from which sky and sea 

unfold around you.
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D E C K  P L A N S

Sky Deck Main Deck

Bridge Deck Lower Deck

D E C K  P L A N S
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Length overall 

Waterline length

Beam 

Draft

Powered by  

Generators 

Fuel capacity (est.)

Water capacity (est.)

Holding capacity (est.)

Displacement (est.)

112’ 9” (34.36 M) 

97’ 4” (29.67 M)

24’ 6” (7.47 M)

6’ 3”  (1.91 M) 

Twin MTU 12V2000 1920HP

Twin Kohler® 65kW

5,500 gal. (20,820 L)

1,060 gal. (4,013 L)

540 gal. (2,044 L)

317,000 lbs. (143,879 KG)

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

1 1 2  Mo t o r y a c h t
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O C E A N A L E X A N D E R . C O M



Everlasting memories await.

O C E A N A L E X A N D E R . C O M
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